Chapter 4. Validation of the Groningen Reflection Ability Scale (GRAS)

The quest for certainty blocks the search for meaning. Uncertainty is the very condition to impel man to unfold his powers. — Erich Fromm

Abstract

Purpose: Encouraging personal reflection by medical students is important. This study examines the validity of a recently developed instrument for measuring personal reflection in medical education, the Groningen Reflection Ability Scale (GRAS).

Method: In two studies, medical students completed the GRAS and related validated scales: 4 Korthagen reflection scales, the Need For Cognition (NFC) scale, the Open-Mindedness scale, and the Personal Need For Structure (PNFS) scale. The correlations between the scales were analysed.

Results: Study 1 showed significant decreasing correlations with the Korthagen scales, ranging from .67 with the most reflective scale to .32 with the least reflective scale; the GRAS Self-Reflection items explained most of the variance. Study 2 showed significant positive correlations with the NFC scale (.56) and the Open-Mindedness scale (.56), and a low negative correlation with the PNFS scale (-.14) (both studies p < .01, 2-tailed, all correlations with attenuation correction).

Conclusions: The study supports the claim that the GRAS is a measure that contributes to valid inferences about the personal reflection ability of medical students.

Introduction

Today, best medical practice is seen as ‘reflective practice’ and a good doctor as a ‘reflective practitioner’ (Epstein 1999; CanMEDS 2005; Coulehan 2005). Therefore, reflection is considered as a key issue in medical education (ABIM, ACP-ASIM & EFIM 2002). An empirical study by Mamede and Schmidt on the nature of reflective practice in medicine revealed five factors of reflection. The first three factors (deliberate induction, deliberate deduction, and testing and synthesizing) resemble the more cognitive, logical dimension of medical expertise,
such as clinical reasoning and scientific reflection. The last two factors are openness for reflection and meta-reasoning, which they describe as the more affective, attitudinal and meta-level dimension of reflection (Mamede and Schmidt 2004).

This article focuses on this last dimension of reflection, which we call personal reflection. The Groningen Reflection Ability Scale (GRAS) was developed to measure the personal reflection ability of medical students and doctors (Aukes et al. 2007). The aim of this validity study is to investigate to what extent the GRAS covers the construct of personal reflection in medicine. This was done by matching the GRAS with several related previously validated scales, taken at the same time. The ultimate purpose, obviously, is to ensure that the inferences based on GRAS scores are correct, suitable, interpretable and practically useful.

Among the problems in fostering and assessing reflection in medical education (Coulehan 2005; Arnold 2002), there are two co-dependent obstacles in particular that are relevant when examining the validity of the GRAS. These are a lack of conceptual clarity (Atkins & Murphy 1993; Procee 2006) and a lack of instruments to measure reflection (Kember & Leung 2000; Arnold 2002). These are serious problems because what is not conceptualized well cannot be measured adequately (Shumway & Harden 2003). A third obstacle is the fact that the systematic development of measurement scales is difficult and time-consuming.

The available instruments for measuring reflection are mainly focused on critical thinking regarding well-defined problems (King & Kitchener 1994). However, critical thinking is not identical to reflection (Polanyi 1974; Mezirow 1998; Mamede & Schmidt 2004). Quite a lot of problems arising in patient care, inter-collegial cooperation and lifelong personal and professional learning are multifaceted and complex. For example, if a doctor, despite feedback from colleagues, does not recognize the influence of the multicultural background of the patient on his/her process of diagnosing, therapy and communication. These problems require not just cognitive modes of critical reflection, but also supplementary affective personal modes of reflection in order to improve the quality of medical care and the medical profession (Epstein 1999; Coulehan 2005).

In the literature, there is informal consensus that one of the main functions of reflection is the acquisition of knowledge and understanding by using one’s own experience as a supplementary source to theory and handbooks, and that therefore reflection is interconnected with the
subjective and affective dimension of the person of the professional (Schön 1983; Atkins & Murphy 1993; Mamede & Schmidt 2004; Proce 2006). In line with these findings, we define personal reflection as ‘the careful exploration and appraisal of experience, thus clarifying and creating meaning, for the benefit of balanced functioning, learning and development’ (Aukes et al. 2007).

Hypotheses
The test construction of the GRAS was grounded firmly in the theoretical domain, based on literature research, systematic construction of theoretical items, appraisal of items by experts and explorative study of the structure (Aukes et al. 2007). Therefore, on theoretical grounds, the construct validity was satisfactory (Cronbach & Meehl 1955; Cronbach 1971). Nonetheless, the question to what extent the GRAS covers the different aspects of this important construct of personal reflection in medicine remained. Thus, the validity of the GRAS was tested by examining the correlations of the GRAS with previously validated scales expected to measure related aspects of the same construct (Cronbach & Meehl 1955; APA et al. 1954; AERA, APA & NCMI 1999). Two studies were performed, with hypotheses about the empirical relationships between the GRAS and the related scales, built on the following expectations.

Study 1
In the first study, the correlations between the GRAS and the 4 Korthagen reflection scales (1993) were analysed. Korthagen’s vision of reflection resembles Donald Schön’s (1987) idea of ‘reflection-on-action’. His vision approaches our definition of personal reflection-on-experience. We prefer ‘experience’ because this term emphasizes the more affective focus on the personal thoughts, feelings and values related to ‘action’ rather than the cognitive focus on testing the degree of evidence of one’s clinical reasoning (Epstein 1999). In his scale construction, Korthagen (1993) distinguishes two learning orientations on which students differ in the degree to which their learning relies on reflection: an Internal Orientation and an External Orientation. Students with an Internal Orientation predominantly use personal thoughts and experience as a source. An External Orientation is based on support and guidance from outside and predominantly using the knowledge, experience or authority of others as a source. Korthagen (1993) applies each of these orientations to the domains of ‘learning’ and ‘communication & cooperation’, resulting in 4 reflection scales:
- the Self-Internal orientation on learning (SI) (‘I reflect on myself’)

"
the Self-External orientation on learning (SE) (‘I like it when others comment on my conduct’)
- the Fellow-students Internal orientation on communication and cooperation (FI) (‘I am interested in my fellow students’)
- the Fellow-students External orientation on communication and cooperation (FE) (‘I consider it important to receive information from a supervisor about my way of dealing with my fellow students’).

Because medical students, as young professionals, are expected to learn how to act and think autonomously, personal reflection is primarily associated with SI rather than with SE, and primarily with a commitment to personal thinking and learning rather than with communication and cooperation with fellows. In our opinion, however, most of the items in the Korthagen scales, even the reflective FI items, are more focused on communication than on reflection – except the SI items on learning. Hence, we expected the SI scale to represent the GRAS concept of personal reflection most, followed in decreasing order by the SE, FI and the FE scales. This expectation was articulated in hypothesis 1: The correlation levels of the GRAS with Korthagen will decrease from SI on learning to FE on communication and cooperation.

Study 2
In the second study, the correlations of the GRAS with three related cognitive-emotional scales were analysed: the Need For Cognition (NFC) scale (Petty & Jarvis 1996) (‘I prefer to be responsible for situations which need much thinking’), the Personal Need For Structure (PNFS) scale (Neuberg et al. 1997) (‘I don’t like situations that are uncertain’), and the Open-Mindedness scale (Webster & Kruglanski 1994) (‘I always see so many possible solutions to problems I face’).

Personal reflection on experience has an encompassing focus on subjective thoughts, feelings and values. It is associated with attention for and active structuring of experience, which are characteristics of a deep approach to functioning and learning (Vermunt 1992; Mezirow 1998; Entwistle & McCune 2004). Personal reflection requires an open attitude towards reflection on experience and a tolerance of uncertainty and ambiguity (Mamede & Schmidt 2004). Therefore, the NFC and Open-Mindedness scales are expected to measure valid attitudinal aspects of personal reflection, leading to hypothesis 2: The GRAS is positively correlated with the NFC and Open-Mindedness scales.

The expected relationship between the GRAS and the Personal Need For Structure (PNFS) scale is more complex. Professional functioning of
doctors is generally speaking based on two sources: explicit and implicit (tacit) knowledge and structuring of experience (Polanyi 1974). On the one hand, when doctors are testing the degree of evidence of their clinical judgements, through critical scientific reflection, they are mainly focused on the appraisal of their own explicit expert information processing and literature. This requires a logical meta-cognitive ability, in combination with pragmatic clinical structuring and decisiveness. This combination possibly correlates positively with their personal need for structure, order and decisiveness. On the other hand, when doctors use personal reflection in order to learn from their experience, they are mainly focused on tacit knowledge and sense-making, mostly concerning ill-defined problems. Thus, the mode of personal reflection requires an open mind for structuring tacit knowledge and experience. However, an overall strong need for structure and preference for order and decisiveness (Webster & Kruglanski 1994) may be seen as a potential block to reflection because it obstructs the necessary tolerance towards uncertainty, openness towards reflection and meta-reasoning (Mamede & Schmidt 2004). Consequently, hypothesis 3 was formulated as: The GRAS is neutral or negatively correlated with the PNFS scale.

Method

Participants and procedure
In study 1, 285 first-year medical students completed the GRAS and the 4 Korthagen scales. The whole cohort of 350 students was invited, in a letter from the programme coordinator, to complete the scales as part of the programme evaluation of a new curriculum. In study 2 a sample of 583 medical students (first through to sixth year) completed the GRAS and the three social-psychological scales discussed in the introduction. The first to fourth-year students were invited to complete the scales at the end of their mandatory progress knowledge test; the fifth and sixth-year students were invited by email during their clerkships.

Instruments
The GRAS uses a 5-point Likert scale containing 23 items, with a satisfactory Cronbach’s alpha, which reliably and feasibly measures the personal reflection ability of medical students (Aukes et al. 2007). The GRAS was developed as a one-dimensional scale, resulting in one GRAS personal reflection score. Principle component analysis showed three groups of items or factors, indicating three aspects of that one dimension. These factors cannot be interpreted as three subscales, but should be seen as preliminary gradations of the construct of personal reflection. Consequently, they cannot be used as separate scores for assessing and
ranking individuals, but they can be used for scientific validity studies. The three factors are ‘Self-Reflection’ (10 items), which assesses the exploration of own experience, thoughts and feelings, ‘Empathetic Reflection’ (6 items), aimed at understanding the experiences of others, and ‘Reflective Communication’ (7 items), measuring openness and responsiveness to feedback. See Table 1 for some representative items.

In study 1 the students completed the GRAS and the 4 Korthagen reflection scales (5-point Likert scales, short version), namely (1) the Self-Internal (SI) scale (11 items), representing the internal orientation on learning, (2) the Self-External (SE) scale (10 items), representing the external orientation on learning, (3) the Fellow-students Internal (FI) scale (10 items), representing the internal orientation on communication and cooperation, and (4) the Fellow-students External (FE) scale (10 items), representing the external orientation on communication and cooperation (Korthagen 1993).

In study 2 the students completed the GRAS and three social-psychological scales. The first of these, the Need For Cognition scale (NFC) (Petty & Jarvis 1996), measures the personal need for deeper thinking and interest in exploring multifaceted problems. Its short version (15 items) was used. Second, the Close-Mindedness scale (CM), a

Table 1. Three representative items from each of the GRAS factors (translated from Dutch)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-Reflection (10 items)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I take a close look at my own habits of thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am aware of the emotions that influence my thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I want to know why I do what I do</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Empathetic Reflection (6 items)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I am aware of the possible emotional impact of information on others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can empathize with someone else’s situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I reject different ways of thinking (reversed item)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflective Communication (7 items)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I take responsibility for what I say</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am open to discussion about my opinions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I sometimes find myself having difficulty in illustrating an ethical standpoint (reversed item)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
subscale of the Need for Closure scale (Webster & Kruglanski 1994), measures intolerance of experience, uncertainty and diversity. Its short version (8 items) was used and scores were computed using its reversed version, measuring Open-Mindedness. Third is the Personal Need For Structure (PNFS) scale (Neuberg et al. 1997). The PNFS measures the need for structured tasks, instructions and situations; its short version (11 items) was used. The Dutch translations of all these scales were used (Pieters et al. 1987).

**Analyses**

In study 1 the Pearson’s correlations with attenuation correction were computed between the GRAS and the Korthagen scales. The differences between the correlation levels were tested with a t-test for the differences between dependent correlations. The contribution of the GRAS item groups to the variance with the Korthagen scales was explored using correlation analysis. In study 2 the correlations (Pearson’s r) were computed between the GRAS item groups and the three social-psychological scales (NFC, CM, PNFS).

**Results**

**Study 1: the relationship GRAS ~ Korthagen**

The first study obtained responses from 285 first-year students (62%). Table 2 shows the correlations between the GRAS and the successive Korthagen scales. All the correlations are significant at p < .01, 2-tailed, except the two correlations between FE and Empathetic Reflection (.19, p < .05 2-tailed) and Reflective Communication (.15 n.s.). The highest correlation of GRAS with Korthagen is with the most reflective SI scale (.67), and the lowest correlation of GRAS is with the least reflective FE scale (.32). T-tests of the differences between the GRAS correlations show that most of the differences are significant, except those between SI (.67) and SE (.62), and between SE (.62) and FI (.56).

Additional explorative study of the contribution of the GRAS item groups shows the following correlations. The maximum correlations are between GRAS Self-Reflection and the most reflective Korthagen SI scale (.75), and between GRAS Reflective Communication and the next reflective SE scale (.65). This suggests that GRAS Self-Reflection is associated mostly with an internal orientation on learning and functioning. GRAS Reflective Communication is associated mostly with an external orientation on learning and functioning. The exploration of the contributions of the GRAS item groups to the variance with the Korthagen scales resulted in the following contributions: Self-Reflection...
56%, Reflective Communication 42% and Empathetic Reflection 27%. This means that the GRAS Self-Reflection items explain most of the variance in the Korthagen scales. In short, the results in Table 2 imply that the first hypothesis is supported.

**Table 2.** Correlations between the GRAS and Korthagen reflection scales, with attenuation correction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KORTHAGEN scales</th>
<th>GRAS 23 items</th>
<th>Self-Reflection 10 items</th>
<th>Empathetic Reflection 6 items</th>
<th>Reflective Communication 7 items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Self-Internal (SI) 11 items</td>
<td>.67**</td>
<td>.75**</td>
<td>.47**</td>
<td>.32**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Self-External (SE) 10 items</td>
<td>.62**</td>
<td>.53**</td>
<td>.34**</td>
<td>.65**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Fellow-students Internal (FI) 10 items</td>
<td>.56**</td>
<td>.56**</td>
<td>.52**</td>
<td>.32**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Fellow-students External (FE) 10 items</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td>.19*</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**p < .01 (2-tailed)  
*p < .05 (2-tailed)  
All the differences between the correlation levels of the GRAS (23 items) are significant, except between .67 and .62, and between .62 and .56. The negative items of the GRAS are reversed.

**Study 2: the relationship GRAS ~ NFC, Close-Mindedness and PNFS scales**

The second study obtained responses from 583 first to sixth-year medical students (31%). As Table 3 shows, this study resulted in positive correlations between the GRAS and the NFC scale (.56) and the Open-Mindedness scale (.56), and a low negative correlation with the PNFS scale (-.14) (all p < .01, 2-tailed with attenuation correction). Explorative study of the relationships with the item groups shows the highest correlations between GRAS Self-Reflection and the NFC scale (.54) and the Open-Mindedness scale (.50), and a low negative correlation between GRAS Reflective Communication and the PNFS scale (-.25) (all p < .01, 2-tailed with attenuation correction). This means that GRAS Self-Reflection is associated predominantly with the NFC and Open-Mindedness scales, and that GRAS Reflective Communication is negatively related to the PNFS scale to a small degree. In short, the
results in Table 3 imply that the second and third hypotheses are confirmed.

**Discussion**

The aim of this study was to test to what extent the GRAS covers the construct of personal reflection in medicine, by analysing the correlations of the GRAS with several related and validated scales concerning reflection. All the hypotheses could be confirmed.

**Table 3. Correlations between the GRAS and the three familiar reflection scales**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>GRAS 23 items</th>
<th>Self-Reflection 10 items</th>
<th>Empathetic Reflection 6 items</th>
<th>Reflective Communication 7 items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Need For Cognition (NFC) 15 items</td>
<td>.56**</td>
<td>.54**</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td>.49**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-Mindedness (reversed Close-Mindedness) 8 items</td>
<td>.56**</td>
<td>.50**</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td>.47**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Need For Structure (PNFS) 11 items</td>
<td>-.14**</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.09*</td>
<td>-.25**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**p < .01 (2-tailed) ** p < .05 (2-tailed)

*The first hypothesis* – a decreasing relationship between the GRAS and 4 Korthagen reflection scales – has been confirmed. This relationship was expected because personal reflection was associated primarily with self-reflection concerning own thoughts, feelings, and experience. GRAS Self-Reflection turns out to be associated mostly with SI (.75) and explains most of the variance (56%). GRAS Reflective Communication is associated to a lesser extent with SE (.65) and explains 42% of the variance. These results indicate that the GRAS and the Korthagen scales to a certain extent measure related aspects of reflection. However, the correlations are not high enough to conclude that an identical construct is measured. In our opinion this difference is a result of a differentiation in conceptual focus. This difference can be interpreted as the GRAS covering more the concept of self-reflection, and the Korthagen scales more the concept of communication. In exploring this difference, the results show that the highest correlation between the GRAS and Korthagen is found between Empathetic Reflection and FI (.52). This correlation is, however, lower than the highest correlations of the GRAS with Korthagen, namely GRAS Self-Reflection .75 and GRAS Reflective
Communication .65. This indicates that the difference between the GRAS and Korthagen is based mainly on the GRAS items of Empathetic Reflection. We may therefore conclude that the GRAS covers the empathetic aspect of personal reflection more than Korthagen.

The second hypothesis – a positive correlation between GRAS and the Need For Cognition (NFC) and Open-Mindedness scales – has been confirmed (.56 and .56). This relationship is based primarily on the GRAS Self-Reflection items. This indicates that personal reflection, as measured by the GRAS, is associated positively with a need for complex thinking and an open-minded attitude.

The third hypothesis – neutral or a negative correlation between the GRAS and the Personal Need For Structure (PNFS) scale – has been confirmed (-.14). To a small degree GRAS Reflective Communication is related negatively (-.25) to a need for personal structure. This indicates that personal reflection is to a small extent associated positively with a tolerance for lack of structure and uncertainty.

Both studies contribute to the validity of the GRAS as an instrument for measuring personal reflection. The GRAS score is associated with an internal orientation on personal learning and functioning, open-mindedness, a need for complex thinking, and to a small degree with a tolerance for lack of structure and certainty.

A possible limitation of this study may be the non-response rate of 38% in the first study and 69% in the second. An explanation of the latter is the fact that the students’ participation in the second study was probably experienced as more voluntary than the first. In the second study, filling in the scales was the last voluntary task of a compulsory and important progress test, and the fifth and sixth-year students busy with their clerkships were more difficult to stimulate by email. It is difficult to interpret what this means with regard to a possible bias in this study. The size of both studies in these quite homogeneous groups was large enough to evaluate the concurrent validity.

Conflicting interpretations are possible – the extra task to complete the scales (about 15 minutes) could have been done by only the most intrinsically motivated and thus reflective students (Sobral 2001), or by the students with the highest need for authority, thus externally less reflective, orientated students (Korthagen 1993), or by the high achievers and probably more reflective students (Sobral 2001) who finished their progress test more quickly.
Further empirical research is needed in this domain of reflection in medicine. Reflection is undoubtedly a multidimensional construct that reflects the complexity of cognitive-emotional and meta-cognitive processes. The GRAS, focusing on personal reflection on experience, is a one-dimensional scale with three aspects – self-reflection, empathetic reflection and reflective communication. The relationship with other modes of reflection in medicine must be explored, such as the related dimension of mindful attention awareness (Brown & Ryan 2003).

The question to which degree personal reflection is a stable trait or a changeable state, and its implications for fostering and measuring reflection, is part of a theoretical debate and further research (Rees 2005). In the vision of Hilton and Slotnick (2005), reflection and reflective professionalism is more a state than a trait. The cognitive logical dimension of reflection (Mamede & Schmidt 2004) is usually taken as trainable dimension, although intelligence is also seen as an aspect of personality (Furnham & Heaven 1999). The more affective, attitudinal and personal dimension of reflection (Mamede & Schmidt 2004) is more internally oriented, and probably more closely linked to the doctor’s personality (Atkins & Murphy 1993; Epstein 1999). The personal traits of the doctor and the environment play an influential role in shaping the reflection ability and reflective behaviour.

Furthermore, the question is how stable traits in fact are – as well as the question whether stability is rather an artefact of the chosen personality model or practice model. Modern variants of the Five Factor personality theory take the interaction between person and environment more into account, and the way in which this interaction is shaped by the actor as characteristic for personality (De Raad & Doddema-Winsemius 2006). Taking reflective professionalism as a state, our hypothesis in further research is that the personal reflection ability, which can be practised and developed over time, is a significant cognitive-emotional moderator variable between reflection as a personal trait and reflective behaviour.

The GRAS is a self-rating test of reflection ability, more than an external assessment of reflective performance such as assessment by medical teachers or peers. Further research is needed to test a possible self-rating effect, for example by using the GRAS in a 360-degree assessment setting. Further research is also needed to test the predictive validity of the GRAS on the criterion of reflective behaviour in actual practice.

Conclusion
This validation study contributes to the required conceptual clarification of the construct of personal reflection in medicine. The study supports the claim that the GRAS is a measure that yields reliable data that contribute to valid inferences about the personal reflection ability of medical students.
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